WORLD'S FIRST PLATFORM FOR TRADING TOKENS EVEN BEFORE THEY GET ON EXCHANGES
Problems
Investors’ money (in Crypto Tokens) is locked due to extensive delays before exchange listing, preventing investors from trading
their new ICO tokens.
.
No reliable safeguards for users’ funds because of centralized nature of exchanges and decentralised exchanges are slow,
risking execution outcomes. .
Many investors, even after being whitelisted for an ICO, don’t get a chance to participate in the crowd sale.
.

Solution

BDAQ, world’s first pre-listing token liquidation, decentralized platform, for ERC20 token buying and selling, anytime.

.

Smart investors matching and instant messaging between Ethereum addresses.
Master Node – BDAQ ownership and revenue sharing opportunity for crypto investors.

Market potential
Crypto currencies market will be $1 trillion soon – in the last 14 months $5 billion invested in ICO tokens were locked-in for up
to 90 days or more.

Token Model
For the first time in the history of crypto investing, investors can sell their tokens immediately after receiving them without having
to wait for the tokens to be listed on the Exchanges. This will attract millions of ERC20 token owners to liquidate their token for
Ethereum or Bdaq. Liquidation in exchange of Bdaq will give 20% additional value than liquidation for Ethereum. Potential
value will grow exponentially mainly because there is limited supply (all unsold tokens will be burnt at the end of the ICO) and
Bdaq is the first and only place where instant token liquidity is available for all ICO investors. .
Every transaction on the Bdaq platform will attract a fee paid in Ethereum (or Bdaq) and this will potentially result in an
exponential growth in the value of Bdaq token. Bdaq Master Node will also present a huge opportunity to Crypto investors and
will add to the token value.
.

Instant Liquidity

Equal Opportunity

Zero Delay

Sell your token as soon as token
sale concludes without waiting
for the Exchange listing.

All investors get equal opportunity
to buy any ICO token, even if
they were denied tokens in the
crowd sale .

Buy and Sell transactions start
instantly after token sale.

Fund Allocation
FUND ALLOCATION

Token Distribution
SPLIT%

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

SPLIT%

TOKENS (MILLIONS)

9%

Token Sale
Early Investors & Advisors
Team
Partners
Bounty & Airdrop

60%
12%
18%
5%
5%

600
120
180
50
50

Other expenses

4%

Total

100%

1000

Total

100%

Technlogy Development

33%

Personnel

11%

Marketing and Sales

39%

Legal expenses

4%

Admin

Advisors
SIMON COCKING
World’s #1 Blockchain influencer as ranked
by ICOBench, Simon is an advisor working
with 100+ successful ICOs to date.
.

JONATHAN QUIGLEY
An experienced professional with Corporate
and NGO experience including World
Economic Forum, WWF and many investment
and family offices.
.

RICHARD TRUMMER
Blockchain Investor, Cryptocurrency enthusiast,
Richard represents a big investors group from
Europe and advises on many global Blockchain projects.
.

MANISH KUMAR
Entrepreneur, Venture Capitalist, Angel
Investor, Blockchain expert who has implemented decentralised fractional property
ownership for the first time.

.

Team
ATAL MALVIYA

LN PARIMI

Entrepreneur, Investor and passionate technology
enthusiast with interest in Blockchain, Big Data,
AI, ML and Value creation.

Serial technology entrepreneur, strategist, business
development expert and passionate about fintech
and innovative financial products.

TOBIAS HERREN

IHOR PIDRUCHNY

Swiss Lawyer with MBA, expert in international law and
technology projects in Blockchain and ICO – He has served
as an officer in the Swiss Army.

Ihor Pidruchny is the co-founder and CEO of
Applicature. Besides managing the company, Ihor
coaches blockchain companies.

IVAN NOVOSIOLOV

ANDREW ZUBKO

Digital marketing experience since 2008. Strategic
marketing solutions implemented internationally.

HARI BHARADWAJ
Entrepreneur, Investor and passionate technologist with
expertise in Blockchain, ICOs, Big Data, Oracle and ERP.

Andrew Zubko is an experienced blockchain
developer and a technology leader. Having many
complex blockchain projects behind him.

JEETH REDDY
Blockchain, Ethereum development expert, Cloud
and Datacentre Architect, expertise in Tools and
Automation and one of the early cloud innovators.

NAZAR KHRUPALO

VIVEK REDDY

Sales and Management experience since 2011. Blockchain
Enthusiast.

Senior management professional with more than
a decade of experience in Information Technology
and Business Management.

PAUL ESTRIN

RIZWAN KHAN

Over 25 years’ experience in Quality Assurance, Business
Analysis, SDLC and other software development processes.
Paul is based in Canada.

Serial Entrepreneur, Technologies and EU GDPR
expert, Rizwan has led multi-million pounds
businesses in the UK and Europe.

SWATI SURAMYA

PAVAN SISTA

Business Writer, aficionado of innovative
technologies. Writes about innovative technologies
including AI, Blockchain, Machine Learning and
Regtech.

Business intelligence expert and emerging
technology enthusiast. He worked with many
global financial organisations including Royal
Bank of Scotland.

VIVEK HOLKAR

KAMLESH ADLAK

Vivek is an astute technology professional with
23+ years of experience in leading projects across
geographies, based on cutting-edge technologies.
His areas of expertise include Blockchain, Smart
Contracts, AI and Big Data.

An experienced software professional. Kamlesh is
an expert Smart Contracts developer on Ethereum
and Hyperledger Fabric. He is also skilled in ICO,
Openchain, NodeJS, React JS, Spring, Struts,
Hibernate, Webservices, Weblogic and Oracle.

contact@bdaq.io

www.bdaq.io

